


Welcome to V S N’s eArticles Series! I hope VSN readers who are missing the print magazine, and new readers 
alike, will enjoy this new way of reading and learning about stamping. Before we dive into the techniques that you 
came for, let me briefly share how this eArticle’s works: 

Interactive Table of Contents: Click on the Table of Contents links on the next page to jump to eArticle how-to 
sections, art pages, sponsor pages or resource pages. Links within the article are colored blue (depending on how your 
reader shows links.) There is also a “Go to Contents” button at the bottom of how-to section and art pages.

Sections: Next comes the first topic section, followed by reader artwork using section techniques and sometimes a 
sponsor page. Sponsor pages are what makes eArticles free to readers, so please be sure to thank sponsors by check-
ing out what they offer! (You can click on links on their pages to visit their websites.)

Resources: This pattern repeats until the end, where you will find info on learning more inside VSN’s 226 issues or on 
the internet. Most VSN issues are still available in print or pdf. Note: Internet links found throughout this eArticle were 
good as of publication, but links change and disappear on the internet over time.

If Returning to the eArticle is Slow: Sometimes if you read a picture-heavy pdf in your browser window, clicking 
on a link and then returning to the article may be slow. If this happens, save the article to your computer and read it 
directly in Acrobat Reader instead of in your browser window and it should move more quickly.

Printing this eArticle: For those who don’t like reading about stamping online, you can print the pdf version of this 
eArticle on your home computer to read it as you like. When printing, be sure to choose the landscape print option so 
that the eArticle prints at its full 8 1/2” wide by 5 1/2” high size. Scale the print size to fit the page to print it even larger.

If You Enjoy it and would like to see more eArticles made available or have a 
suggestion for a future eArticle, please let me know! (vampstamp@prodigy.net) 
Please do not email this article to friends. Instead point them to VSN’s eArticle 
page where they can download their own copy of this eArticle. Happy Stamping!
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Stamped Magnets
If you are like me, your refrigerator’s surface is covered with printed pieces 
of paper, pictures of loved ones, cooking related charts and grocery lists 
affixed with magnets. It can look like a bit of a mess at times, but it does 
keep things I need handy. 

I’ve got more magnets attached here and there on metal filing cabinets in 
my office area and on my metal desk drawers too. There always seem to be 
bits of paper that need to be stuck somewhere so that they are easy to see 
and there is never enough bulletin board space. Magnets to the rescue! 

Magnets can be used in other ways too. Laminate stamped images and 
mount them on magnets to be used on magnet boards for kids. Or stamp 
alphabet letters so your kids can work on reading and spelling or so you 
can leave messages to family members. Or stamp words and phrases to cre-
ate mix-and-match poetry or short inspirational messages on your fridge. 
Or they can simply be decorative, not intended to hold anything at all.

While you may use your stamping skills more often to create a greeting 
card, creating stamped magnets can be a fun, quick project that is surpris-
ingly satisfying. The result is something that is useful and turns a boring 
black magnet into something decorative. Sets of stamped magnets also 
make wonderful gifts. 

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors. Gecko: Chunky Stamps
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What’s On the Magnet
Stamped magnets can have a variety of uses and the images or text you use on the magnet, as well as the size and 
shape, can reflect those uses. For example, you might use magnets to attach a:

 Ƿ Calendar (mini or large)
 Ƿ Note pad / Grocery List / To Do List
 Ƿ Artwork (children’s or your own)
 Ƿ Photos
 Ƿ Save the Date Announcements (wedding magnets)
 Ƿ Contact Info and/or Advertising
 Ƿ “Where I am Now” (to keep track of family activities)
 Ƿ Poetry Magnet Sets or Alphabet Letters
 Ƿ Decorative and /or Funny Pictures and/or Inspirational Text

In some cases, the magnet(s) will be permanently attached to the back of what you are hanging up. (Ex: a “Save the 
Date” announcement backed with a magnet sheet.) In other cases, the stamped magnet(s) is separate from what you 
are hanging and is placed on top of it. (Ex: Stamped magnets might hold up artwork your grandchild has created.)

A permanent magnet on the back is less noticeable and less likely to obscure part of what it is holding, but has the dis-
advantage of being permanently attached, making it less convenient if you want to use it another way later. Separate 
stamped magnets can be used to hold all kinds of things; when you are ready to take whatever the magnet(s) is hold-
ing down, you can use the magnet to hold something else. Keep size and shape in mind when creating this type of 
magnet — something small but with a strong grip is often the most useful here.

Next: Stamped magnet artwork and a page from one of our Sponsors.
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Linda Adam’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Cat - Magenta), Border cardstock 
(Stardream), Background paper (Basic Grey), Punch (EK 
Success), Home letter stickers (Authentique), Swirl stickers 
(Recollections), Calendar peel-off pad (Sky Blue Pink or 
Impress Rubber Stamps), Watercolor markers (Tombow), 
Pigment ink (black or clear), Embossing powder (black.)

“I make calendars every year. Until I ran out, I would use 
double-sided tape to stick the magnetic business cards I 
got in the mail to the back of the piece so it could be stuck 
to an appliance or a cabinet at work. Later I found rolls of 
sticker magnets at my local craft store.”

“I always use Stardream cardstock for the base because 
it holds up so well. The calendar pad runs for a year. I am 
often asked to provide current replacement calendar pads 
for the calendars I made for my friends and coworkers in 
years past.”

“The stamped cat is watercolored using Tombow markers, 
and the word ‘journey’ is black embossed. Everything else 
is layered on the Stardream cardstock. I like how the spar-
kly swirl stickers accent the swirls in the journey stamp.”  
Finished Size: 5” x 7”.

“Tip: Choose the background paper first, then color the 
image to match.”

Go to Contents



Kathy Nycz’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Moose, Bear, Raccoon - 
Posh Impressions), Cardstock (white), Magnet 
(thin advertising magnets you get from real 
estate agents, etc.), Clear packing tape, Wig-
gle eyes, Tacky glue, Colorbox Chalk inkpads 
(Blackbird, Dark Brown, Bisque, Chestnut 
Roan), Xyron machine, Scissors.

“Stamp raccoon in Blackbird ink, bear with 
Dark Brown and moose with Bisque on body 
and Chestnut Roan on antlers and hooves, 
all on white cardstock. Cut out in rectangles 
and run through Xyron. Stick to thin mag-
nets. Cover each image with clear packing 
tape. Cut out images. Glue on wiggle eyes.”

Finished Sizes: 

Moose - 4 1/2” x 2”

Bear - 4” x 1 1/2”

Raccoon - 3 1/4” x 1 1/2”

Go to Contents



Rubber Hedgehog Page
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Choosing Magnets
There are different types of 
magnets that will work well 
for use on your refrigerator or 
similar metal surfaces. The type 
you use for your project will 
depend largely on the weight 
of the finished stamped magnet 
itself and the weight of what 
you want the magnet to hold. 
Keep in mind that if the magnet 
is too light for what you are 
asking it to secure, it is likely to 
slide down the metal surface 
when you try to put it to use!

Here are some magnets I found 
recently in an office supply 
store (Staples) and a craft sup-
ply store (Michael’s.) When 
searching for magnets in stores, 
look in the areas where they 
have the fasteners and glue or 
in specialty computer supplies.
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Flexible Magnet Sheets
If the stamped portion is not heavy and/or the finished magnet is meant to 
be decorative only or will only hold a piece or maybe two of paper, a flexible 
sheet magnet may be just what you need. This type of magnet, often made 
with vinyl as the binder, is usually fairly inexpensive, cuts easily with scissors or 
a knife, and is often adhesive-backed, making it very easy attach to the back 
of many stamped projects. Because it is flat and fairly thin, it does not add a 
lot of dimension to the finished magnet, making it a nice choice for decorative 
magnets or for discretely holding very light-weight calendars or pads of paper 
where you want to write without a bumpy magnet underneath.

Look for flexible magnet sheets  in stores that sell hardware, craft or office 
supplies. You might find large magnet sheets that can be cut to size (some 
designed to be used in an inkjet printer), smaller rectangles sized to fit photos 
or business cards or long tape-like strips, some even in dispensers. You might 
also already have advertising magnets that can be repurposed by covering the 
magnet with your own stamped project.

Tip: If your magnet sheet is not backed with adhesive, try heavy-duty double-
faced tape (a.k.a. “red liner tape”) to attach it to your project.

The size of the magnet sheet you need to use will depend on the size and 
weight of what you are asking it to hold and the surface where you are attach-
ing the magnet. (A magnet will hold more strongly to an unpainted surface 
than a painted surface. Grease and dirt can also interfere with how strongly a 
magnet will stick to your surface.)

Above: Glossy white magnet 
sheets designed for use in inkjet 

printers (but also stampable), 4” x 
6” magnetic “tacky sheets” sized 
for photos, an adhesive backed 

magnet tape roll, and a business 
card-sized sheet magnet with its 
original advertisement removed.
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Flexible magnet sheets work best on a refrigerator or filing cabinet if  you are not asking it to hold much more than 
its own weight and a piece of paper. When using them to hold a photo, card front, advertisement or business card, 
consider cutting the magnet to the same size so it covers the entire back to give you a secure grip and to keep the 
stamped artwork from flapping around (which can lead to it getting bent or torn.)  

You might alternatively cut a sheet magnet into a frame shape to hold down a photo (this lets you easily swap out 
photos whenever you like.) Cut the magnet frame’s opening just a little smaller than the photo you plan to use. Stamp 
a cardstock frame of the same size to layer over the sheet magnet frame you’ve cut.

Experiment with your magnet sheet to see how much it can reliably hold on your particular surface. The larger and 
heavier your project, the stronger the magnet you will need. Sometimes you can compensate for a weaker magnet by 
using more than one. So instead of using one strip of a magnet sheet at the top of a note pad, you might use two, or 
you might use one at the top and one at the bottom or even cover the whole back. Once an object gets too heavy for 
a sheet magnet, you’ll want to move up to button magnets.

Frame: 
Zim Prints
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Button Magnets
If your stamped magnet is heavy and/or you want it to 
be able to secure multiple layers or something heavy, 
you will probably want to go with one or more round 
button magnets instead of a sheet magnet. Consider 
this type of magnet particularly if your project includes 
a stamped tile or stone or other heavy stamped project, 
or when you want the finished magnet to be able to 
hold something heavy.

You can find packs of these magnets in stores that sell 
hardware, craft or office supplies, often in both ceramic 
and non-ceramic versions (although the type is not 
always identified.) 

Ceramic magnets tend to be lower in cost, but they are 
more brittle and so are more likely to break if dropped. 
While not as strong as non-ceramic “rare earth” versions, 
they are stronger than sheet magnets and are often 
used for refrigerator magnets.

Button magnets can pop up in unexpected places. If 
you have time while you are magnet shopping, look for 
different magnet possibilities like metal magnet jewelry 
findings or inexpensive magnet sets that you might 
cover with your own stamp art.

Above: Magnetic clips (available in silver or black), a 
pack of button magnets, colorful plastic squares with 

small button magnets embedded in the back, two 
magnetic closure jewelry findings that contain button 
magnets and two random button magnets that were 

removed from old magnets for reuse.
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Experiment to see how much weight your magnet can hold on the surface you’ll be using it on if pos-
sible. Where the weight of your project or what you want the magnet to hold is more than one button 
magnet can handle, see if you can use two or more. For example, instead of using one button magnet 
on the back of a heavy stamped calendar, try placing one on the back of each of the calendar’s top two 
(or even all four) corners.

Where what you want to hold is large (like a child’s artwork for example), you might create several 
stamped magnets that can be used to hold down the corners. The magnet set could be identical 
or share a theme. Although each might only have a single button magnet on the back, using them 
together may enable them to hold up a larger heavier object.

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.

Tip: If you have young children, be cautious with button magnets. Be sure they are kept well out of the 
reach of little hands so they won’t be swallowed. Or consider using magnet sheets instead and keep 
the size a bit bigger if young children may be using or handling the stamped magnets.

You can attach button magnets to many surfaces using hot glue or with some dimensional glues. If 
you are working with a button magnet on a non-porous surface, try Super Glue. I purchased a tube of 
Aleene’s Jewelry & Metal Glue at the craft store for this purpose.
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StampScrapArtTour Page
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Things to Stamp On
Once you’ve decided to create 
stamped magnets, you’ll need to 
decide what you’ll be stamping ON. 

Stamped magnets can be created 
from all kinds of things including: 

 Ƿ cardstock 
 Ƿ chipboard shapes
 Ƿ stone tiles
 Ƿ flat marbles
 Ƿ small stones
 Ƿ balsa wood shapes
 Ƿ wood clothespins
 Ƿ thin metal
 Ƿ metal jewelry findings
 Ƿ dominoes or other game pieces
 Ƿ polymer clay or air dry clay
 Ƿ purchased blank magnets

So what would you use?
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Cardstock or Chipboard
If you are a confirmed “only on paper” stamper, you might naturally lean toward using cardstock for your stamped 
magnet. But stamping on chipboard shapes can be just as easy as stamping on cardstock so it is another possibility 
to consider. You might use blank chipboard coasters from the craft store or precut craft shapes. If you have a die-cut 
machine that can cut chipboard, you could start with a shape you cut from chipboard or cardstock.

Keep in mind that magnets, especially those on refrigerators, can get wet, so either use permanent inks, mediums and 
embellishments that will not bleed if they get wet, or seal your stamped piece before you attach the magnet.

One possibility is to stamp your image on cardstock, color and cut it out and then laminate it. You could go with cold 
laminate sheets (from office supply stores) or use heat laminating. Heat laminating tends to give you a better long-
term seal and so might be a good choice if you have a heat laminator, but if your stamping includes any mediums (like 
heat embossed images) that might be adversely effected by heat, use cold laminate sheets. 

Learn More: See Feb ‘97 VSN for more on laminating (part of the article on stamping pins.)

Java: Zim Prints
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You might alternatively split the difference by stamping, coloring 
and laminating your piece and then add glitter or dimensional 
embellishments on top of the laminate. (Check your adhesive to 
see if it will work on the nonporous laminate surface.) 

Alternatively, with some projects, you can seal as well as add 
shine and dimension by using clear dimensional glues like Glossy 
Accents or Diamond Glaze. The glue could be used to cover just 
the stamping or to cover the entire top surface as I did with these 
chipboard pieces stamped with StazOn and coated with Glossy 
Accents. Experiment with the dimensional glue you have over the 
mediums you are planning to use to be sure it won’t cause inks 
to run. Stamp with permanent inks like StazOn rather than water-
based inks if you find your dimensional glue causes bleeding. 

You might also seal your project with an art sealer spray. For some 
projects, where you want a non-shiny look but still want protec-
tion, look for a matte version of the sealer or use a clear wax 
product like Micro Glaze (from JudiKins & Skycraft Designs.)

Stamped cardstock and chipboard shapes lend themselves well to 
flexible magnet sheets, although if you plan to use them to hold 
something heavy, you could instead use a button magnet. 

Next: Stamped magnets using cardstock or chipboard shapes.

Folk Design: Impression Obsession
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Java - ZimPrints), Permanent 
ink (Tsukineko StazOn - Jet Black), Watercolor 
marker (Ranger Distress Marker - Scattered Straw), 
Cardstock (glossy white), Magnet Sheet (Aleene’s 
Magnetic Tacky Sheets), Scissors, Heat laminator 
& 5 mil pouch or cold laminating sheets.

“Stamp image on glossy white cardstock in 
permanent ink. Give it a minute or two to dry 
or speed with a heat tool. Color with watercolor 
marker. Cut out.”

“Laminate image and cut out, leaving a slight 
clear border all around. Back with magnet sheet 
cut to size of image. (I used leftover magnet sheet 
from cutting out the gecko magnets.)”

Finished Size: 1 3/4” x 1 1/2”.

Go to Contents



Sarah Stainback’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Magenta), Card-
stock (white, navy blue), Alcohol ink 
markers (Sharpie), Stickles (Ranger - 
yellow), Scissors, Magnet sheet.

“Stamp image on a scrap of white 
cardstock. Color with Sharpie pens. 
Add yellow Stickles in centers of 
flowers. Trim and adhere to navy 
cardstock cut 1/8” larger all round. 
Adhere magnet to back.” 
Finished Size” 3 3/4” x  3”.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Barb Stamping), Distress Ink (Ranger - Faded Jeans, 
Worn Lipstick, Broken China, Wild Honey), Gelatos (Light orange, pur-
ple, blue), Memento (Tuxedo Black), Corner rounder Zutter), Die-cut 
machine and Cuttlebug embossing folder, Waterbrush, Liquid Pearls, 
Self-adhesive magnet sheet.

“To make a collaged magnet: Cut a piece of self-adhesive magnet 
(this one is 2 1/2” x 2 3/8”). Round the corners. Place a same-sized piece 
of white cardstock on the adhesive side and rub on gelato colors with 
your finger to blend the colors into the paper.”

“Stamp and heat set the butterfly image; color with Distress Inks 
using a waterbrush. Lightly coat the butterfly with Liquid Pearls.”

“Emboss cardstock in embossing folder using a die-cut machine. Cut 
fragments of die-embossed image; color with Gelatos and glue to the 
base. Then glue the butterfly as shown.”

“Note: In the photo, the butterfly has a slightly muted effect due to 
the thin layer of Liquid Pearls.” 
Finished Size: 2 3/8” x 2 1/2”.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Gecko - Chunky Stamps), Permanent ink 
(Ranger Archival ink: Monarch Orange) and/or Acrylic Paint 
(Ranger Claudine Hellmuth Studio Paint: Landscape Green), 
Cardstock (glossy white), Magnet Sheet (Aleene’s Magnetic Tacky 
Sheets), Scissors, Craft knife, Goosebumps spray (Tsukineko.)

“Stamp images on glossy white cardstock. The dark orange 
gecko was stamped using permanent ink. The green gecko 
was one I stamped last month when I was experimenting with 
stamping with acrylic paints. See the ‘Stamping with Paint’ 
eArticle for details on how to stamp with this medium.”

“When dry, cut out images. Remove the backing paper on one 
piece of magnet sheet; set aside. Apply the stamped geckos onto 
the sticky surface of the magnet sheet. Cut out using sharp scis-
sors. Try to avoid touching the sticky surface of the empty areas 
of the magnet sheet when you are cutting. Clean up any rough 
areas with a sharp craft knife. Put any extra bits left over back on 
the backing sheet to use for something else.”

“I originally thought to seal these with an artist sealant spray 
and that would have been fine, but then I decided to spray the 
finished magnets with a layer of Goosebumps spray. I figured the 
bumpy textured clear spray would be a nice finishing touch for 
my gecko magnets.” 
Finished Size: 4 1/2” x 3 1/2”.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Impression Obsession cube stamp), 
Permanent ink (Tsukineko StazOn - Blazing Red), Chip-
board Shapes (The Card Ladies), Watercolor markers 
(Tombow green, Ranger Distress Scattered Straw), 
Magnet Sheet (Aleene’s Magnetic Tacky Sheets), Glossy 
Accents (Ranger - clear.)

“Stamp image on chipboard shapes in permanent 
ink. Color with watercolor markers. Coat with clear 
Glossy Accents. I squeezed a little on the center of each 
stamped shape and then used a finger to gently spread 
it over the shape. Allow to dry.”

“Back with magnet sheet. (I used leftover magnet sheet 
from cutting out the gecko magnets.)” 
Finished Size: Mittens - 1 1/4”x 1”, Ornaments: 1 1/2” x 1 1/2”.
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Glossy Magnet Sheets
Staples sells “Gloss White Magnet Sheets” in the store’s specialty 
computer papers section. You might find an Avery brand in stores 
as well. Meant to be used in inkjet printers (but not laser printers 
or copiers), they are 8 1/2” x 11”. 

The Staples magnet sheet is thinner and not as strong as the 
Aleene’s “Magnetic Tacky Sheets” I purchased at the craft store, 
but they do have the advantage of being pre-topped with glossy 
paper. I do not have an inkjet printer and this article is about 
stamping anyway, so I can’t tell you how it works in a printer, but I 
did find that you can stamp it successfully.

Stamp your image on the glossy magnet sheet. I used permanent 
ink because magnets can get wet.  Then simply cut it out and 
you’ve got a stamped magnet! Because the magnet is not very 
strong, consider this method for decorative magnets or maybe to 
create magnet shapes for a child to use on a magnet board. This 
type of magnet can’t be laminated, but you could seal it by spray-
ing the top surface with an artist sealer spray.

Tip: The adhesive on these sheets is not as strong as the adhesive 
you’ll find on sticky mounting cushion so your scissors don’t get 
very gunky. Try to slightly undercut the magnet so it doesn’t show.

Next: Stamped glossy magnet sheet and a Sponsor page.
Frame: Zim Prints
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Frame - ZimPrints), Per-
manent ink (Ranger Archival ink: Monarch 
Orange), Gloss White Magnet Sheets 
(Staples), Scissors,  Sharp craft knife, Self-
healing cutting mat, Krylon Workable 
Artists Fixative, Alcohol ink markers (Copic.) 

“Stamp image in permanent ink on Gloss 
White Magnet Sheet. Allow to dry. Cut out 
outline of frame with scissors and then cut 
out interior of frame with a sharp craft knife 
on a self-healing cutting mat.”

“Spray with artists workable fixative. Allow 
to dry for one hour. Then color stamped 
image with alcohol ink markers.” 
Finished Size: 5” x 3 3/4”.
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Balsa Wood Shapes
Light-weight balsa wood shapes can also be stamped and used to top a mag-
net. Many stamping inks will wick into the porous surface of unfinished wood, 
so prep it with acrylic gesso paint if you plan to use ink. Here I prepped a wood 
heart shape with clear gesso from Liquitex. Per the bottle directions, you need 
to wait twenty-four hours before you proceed to paint or stamp it.

Alternatively, if you want to leave the wood unfinished, consider stamping on it 
directly with acrylic paint as I did here. If you haven’t stamped much with paint, 
this might sound daunting, but it can be surprisingly easy. 

If you stamp on the wood with acrylic paint, you may not need a sealant at all 
because acrylic paint dries to a permanent finish. If you’ve used less permanent 
mediums that might bleed if they get wet, spray the finished magnet with a 
sealant spray or coat with Micro Glaze to protect it. I colored the flower image 
with colored pencils, so it needed sealing. 

The type of magnet you choose will depend on the weight of your wood shape 
and/or how much you are expecting the finished magnet to hold. For flat bal-
sawood shapes, try a magnet sheet cut to the same size and shape. Where the 
balsa wood shape is particularly thin, the magnet sheet also serves to make the 
balsa wood shape less breakable.

Learn More: See the “Stamping with Paint” eArticle and the Jul ‘07 VSN “Stamping 
on Wood” focuts article.

Next: A stamped wood magnet. Flower Pot: Art Impressions
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Flower Pot - Art Impressions), Wood heart 
shape, Acrylic Paint (Ranger: Claudine Hellmuth Charcoal 
Black), Colored pencils (Derwent Watercolor), Archival 
Inkpad (Ranger: Sepia), Cosmetic sponge, Spray varnish 
(Winsor & Newton All Purpose Varnish), Magnet sheet.

“Use wet palette method from ‘Stamping with Paint’ eArticle 
to apply paint to flower pot image. Stamp on unfinished wood 
heart shape. Allow to dry or speed drying with a heat tool.”

“Color in images with watercolor pencils. Spray with varnish to 
seal. Once dry, apply a sheet magnet cut to size to the back of 
the heart.” 
Finished Size: 2 1/2” x 3”. 
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Small Stones
Stones might not be an obvious choice for stamped 
magnets, but they can actually be quite nice if you are 
looking for something simple and rustic. You might, for 
example, use small smooth fairly flat stones picked up on 
vacation. Stamp each one with a word or a simple design 
for a remembrance that is both simple and practical. 

Obviously, you should keep the stones fairly small as 
they would otherwise be too heavy to use as a magnet. 
This is a good time to use those tiny stamps in your stash 
These stones were found in my yard and are not as flat as 
those you might find on the beach, making them more 
challenging to stamp.

Wash the stone to make sure it is free of dirt that might 
interfere with stamping. If the surface is uneven, you may 
need to rock the stamp carefully to be sure you get all 
the edges of the design printed. Winged Envelopes: Claudia Rose

Stamp using a permanent ink designed for use on multiple surfaces like StazOn. Because the images were very 
small, I preferred the StazOn rather than acrylic paint for this project. It gave me crisper prints on the stone surface. 
Because StazOn is permanent, you shouldn’t need a spray sealer here.

Even small stones will probably be too heavy for magnet sheets, so use a button magnet attached to the back of 
the stone with a strong glue for non-porous surfaces like super glue. I used Aleene’s Jewelry & Metal Glue.
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Flat Clear Marbles
Another option is to create your stamped magnet using flat clear marbles/stones. Often found in craft stores in mul-
tiple colors, these tend to be fairly small and relatively light-weight. 

You might stamp directly on the marble using StazOn or acrylic paint as was suggested for stamping stone magnets 
or you could instead stamp your image(s) on cardstock, cut the stamped image to fit the marble and then attach it 
with clear dimensional adhesive to the bottom of the marble so that the image can be seen when viewed through the 
marble. (Even if you stamp directly on the marble, you still might want to back it with cardstock to hide the magnet.)

This type of magnet will probably need a small button magnet attached to the back. If you stamped directly on the 
marble, you’ll probably want to attach the magnet with a strong glue designed for use on non-porous surfaces like 
Super Glue or Aleene’s Jewelry & Metal Glue. If you’ve backed the magnet with cardstock, you could use hot glue or 
some dimensional adhesives to attach the magnet to the cardstock.

Next: Stamped magnets made with marbles and a Sponsor page.

Turtle: Rubber Stamp Plantation, Fish: Third Coast Rubber Stamps
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Turtle - Rubber Stamp Plantation, Fish - Third 
Coast Rubber Stamps), Cardstock (glossy white), Permanent 
ink (Tsukineko StazOn - Jet Black), Flat Clear Marbles (craft 
store - blue, green), Sharp craft knife & Scissors, Diamond Glaze 
(JudiKins), Button magnets, Aleene’s Jewelry & Metal Glue.

“Stamp image on glossy cardstock in black permanent ink. 
Allow to dry or speed drying with heat tool. Position flat mar-
ble over stamped image. Use tip of sharp craft knife to gently 
trace the outline of the marble back on the cardstock. Remove 
marble and cut out along scored line using scissors.”

“Squeeze a couple drops of Diamond Glaze on the center of 
the cut out image. Place the flat marble on top. If excess adhe-
sive comes out of the sides, wipe it with a damp cloth. Set the 
marbles aside to dry.”

“Once dry, mount marbles onto a button magnet using a 
strong adhesive or if you have magnet sheet that is strong 
enough to hold it, mount onto magnet sheet.” 
Finished Size: Turtle - 1 1/4” x 1 1/4”, Fish - 1 1/4” x 1 1/2”.
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Unfinished Tile
One popular way to create a stamped magnet is to stamp on small 
unfinished tiles. Tiles tend to be fairly flat and so are less challenging 
to stamp than stones picked up on the beach or your yard.

Stamp tiles with multi-surface inks like StazOn or with acrylic paint. 
Here I used acrylic paint on the left and StazOn on the right. Because 
both are permanent, you could probably get away without sealing 
the stamped tiles, although I followed up by coloring the stamped 
images using colored pencils and so sprayed them with a art spray 
sealant. Wax based Micro Glaze might also be a nice choice for this 
type of natural finish project. (Directions for these magnets follow.)

Look for unfinished tiles at home improvement stores. These can get 
heavy, so lean toward smaller tiles of about 1” or so across. Apply one 
or more button magnets (preferably the stronger “rare earth” type 
rather than ceramic) to the back with strong glue for non-porous 
surfaces like super glue or Aleene’s Jewelry & Metal Glue.

Learn More: VSN covered stamping on tile in the Mar ‘04 VSN and had 
extensive additional tips in the Feb ‘05 VSN. These issues are an excel-
lent resource if you are interested in stamping on tile.  

Learn More: See “Stamping with Paint” eArticle to learn how to easily 
stamp with acrylic paint.

Next: Stamped tile magnets.Puffin: All Night Media
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Puffin - All Night Media), Permanent 
ink (Tsukineko StazOn - Jet Black) or Acrylic Paint 
(Ranger: Claudine Hellmuth Charcoal Black), Unfinished 
tiles (hardware store), Colored Pencils (Derwent Water-
colour), Button magnets (“rare ”earth” type), Aleene’s 
Jewelry & Metal Glue, Button magnets, Spray varnish 
(Winsor & Newton All Purpose Varnish).

“Stamp puffin image on clean tiles using black StazOn 
ink or black acrylic paint (use wet palette method from 
‘Stamping with Paint’ eArticle to apply acyrlic paint to 
stamp.) Allow to dry or speed drying with a heat tool.”

“Color in images with watercolor pencils. Spray with var-
nish to seal. Once dry, use a strong glue for nonporous 
surfaces to attach one or more STRONG button magnet 
to the back of each tile (preferably rare earth type button 
magnets which are stronger than the ceramic version.)” 
Finished Size: 1 3/4” x 1 3/4”. 
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Plastic Magnets
When shopping for magnets, you may come across blank 
plastic magnets that could benefit from your stamping skills. 
I found this inexpensive set of colorful square magnets at 
Staples. They are a clear plastic with six colors in the set. (Yel-
low is not shown.) There is a very small button magnet already 
attached to the back of each. Because these are only 1” squares, 
you’ll need to pull out the tiny images in your stash to stamp 
these, or stamp them with partial images from larger stamps.

Plastic can be stamped with either ink like StazOn, intended 
for non-porous surfaces, or you might stamp with acrylic paint. 
Here, I used acrylic paint because on these particular magnets, 
I got the best impression with paint. Sometimes you just need 
to try things out to see what works for a particular project.

Because these were stamped with acrylic paint that dries to a 
permanent finish, I did not seal these magnets. And because 
they came with the magnet attached, I simply had to stamp 
them and I was done! 

Learn More: See “Stamping with Paint” eArticle to learn how to 
easily stamp with acrylic paint.

Next: Stamped plastic magnets.

Snail: A Stamp in the Hand, Bee: Good Good the Elephant, Ants: All 
Night Media, Bird Feeder: Alley Cat, Canoe: A Stamp in the Hand. 
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Snail - A Stamp in the 
Hand, Bee - Good Good the Elephant, 
Ants - All Night Media, Bird Feeder - Alley 
Cat, Canoe - A Stamp in the Hand), Plastic 
magnets (Staples), Acrylic Paint (Ranger: 
Claudine Hellmuth Charcoal Black.)

“Use wet palette method from ‘Stamp-
ing with Paint’ eArticle to apply paint to 
stamps. Stamp on plastic magnets.”  
Finished Size: 1” x 1”.
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Metal Shapes
Another fun way to go is to stamp metal shapes and back them with magnets. Look for blank metal charms or other 
metal shapes in stores that sell craft and/or jewelry supplies. Depending on their weight and size, you might want to 
back these with button magnets using a strong adhesive for non-porous surfaces like super glue. Alternatively, you 
could stamp on thin artist metal and back it with a magnet sheet cut to size. Artist metal tends to be easy to cut with 
scissors and can be cut in some die-cut machines. If the edges of your particular metal sheet are sharp, wrap them 
with metal tape like the Foil-It tape USArtQuest sells. (Directions for this magnet follow.)

Learn More: For more on stamping on metal, see the “Metal and Faux Metal Techniques” eArticle.

Next: A stamped metal magnet and a Sponsor page.

Birds: Milltown 
Obsessions

1

2

3

4
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamp (Birds on Line - Milltown Obsessions), Permanent ink (Tsukineko 
StazOn - Jet Black, Teal Blue), Metal tag or shape (Anima Designs), Magnet Sheet 
(Aleene’s Magnetic Tacky Sheets), GlazeOn (Tsukineko), Applicator (Loew-Cornell 
Style Stix), Scissors. 

“Stamp image three times on clean metal tag in black StazOn ink. I eyeballed the 
placement, but if you want to be more precise, use a stamp positioner. Allow to dry 
or speed drying using heat tool.”

“Apply a very thin application of GlazeOn over the surface. Allow to dry or speed 
drying using heat tool.  Use an applicator to apply teal StazOn ink on the bird 
bodies. Allow to dry or speed drying using heat tool. Apply another very thin appli-
cation of GlazeOn over the surface. Allow to dry or speed drying using heat tool.”

“Lay metal tag on sticky surface of magnet sheet and use scissors to cut out.” 
Finished Size: 3/4” x 3 3/4”.
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Other Ideas
Dominoes or other Game Pieces

There was a time when stampers were enamored of stamping on dominoes and other 
game pieces. These small shapes can work quite nicely as stamped magnets. To make 
things easy, look for light-weight dominoes with a plain white side that can be stamped on 
with StazOn or acrylic paint. With these mediums, you don’t even have to seal the finished 
piece! If you also use mediums that might bleed when wet, apply a light coat of artist seal-
ant to protect it.

If the finished piece is light-weight enough and purely intended to be decorative, you 
might back it with a magnet sheet cut to fit it. If you want the magnet to hold more, attach 
a button magnet using a strong glue designed for non-porous surfaces.

Learn More:  VSN touched on stamping on dominoes many times over the years. Go to the 
“Issue Index” page of VSN’s website and search for “domino” to find issues with tips for 
stamping dominoes. 

Polymer Clay or Air Dry Clay

If you enjoy working with polymer clay or air dry clay, you could create your stamped mag-
net using these materials. Keep in mind that thick pieces of polymer clay can get heavy, so 
try to keep your piece light weight. Air dry clay can be quite light weight.

Learn More: For more on stamping on polymer clay, see the Jun ‘07 VSN feature article. For 
more on working with air dry clay, see the Jul ‘07 VSN Quick Tips.
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Die-Cuts & Punched Shapes
If you have a die-cut machine or decorative punches, 
you could also incorporate cardstock shapes into your 
magnet creation. Think about the die-cut or punch 
shapes you have available and how they could work on 
a magnet. 

If your magnet is large enough, you might die-cut or 
punch out smaller shapes to use as elements in a larger 
design that will top your magnet. 

Or the die-cut might define the entire size and shape 
of the magnet base, giving you a shaped surface for 
stamping.

Some die-cut machines may be able to die-cut magnet 
sheets to the same shape as your stamped top layer, 
making assembly easy. Check your die-cut machine’s 
directions to see if it can handle magnet sheets. If it can, 
you might die-cut the magnet sheet and die-cut a piece 
of cardstock that you stamp to go on top. Or see if your 
machine can die-cut the thinner glossy paper magnet 
sheets designed for use in inkjet printers (but also stam-
pable) so you only have to die-cut once. 

Next: Stamped magnets using die-cut or punch shapes.
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Barb Benson’s Art
Supplies: Stamps ( Posh Impressions, OnyxXpressions), 
Cardstock (cream, white, green), Inks (watermark pad, black, 
three shades of green, brown), Embossing powder (metal-
lic copper, black), Bamboo punch, Corner punch, Die-cut 
machine & Nestabilities die, Magnet sheet, Plastic wrap.

“Cut two medium-sized die-cut shapes, one from magnet 
sheet and one from cream cardstock. Adhere cardstock die-
cut to magnetic die-cut.”

“Use crumpled plastic wrap like a sponge to add green ink 
(in three shades) to cream die-cut. Stamp and emboss back-
ground stamp with watermark ink and copper embossing 
powder. Ink edges of die-cut with brown ink.”

“Punch bamboo sections from green cardstock and attach. 
Color small piece of cream cardstock with plastic wrap and 
green inks. Stamp sentiment in black ink. Trim, punch cor-
ners, edge in brown ink, and attach.”

“Stamp and emboss pandas with watermark ink and black 
embossing powder on white cardstock; cut out and attach.” 
Finished size: 3 1/4”  x 3 1/4”.
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Sarah Stainback’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Stitched with Love - Just Rite), Printed 
cardstock (Old World Collection), Die-cut machine and dies 
(Nestabilities Labels 1), Ink (black), Paper (white), Scissors, 
Buttons, Markers, Photo, Adhesive, Magnet sheet.

“Die-cut two pieces of printed cardstock with Labels 1 die  
and die-cut small plain circle from one label to create frame.”

“Stamp image in black ink on white paper and trim as 
shown.  Color stamped button to match real buttons’ color. 
Draw line with marker on buttons to resemble stitching.”

“Attach photo (my great granddaughter) behind cut-out; 
glue the two frame pieces together, back to back.  Add but-
tons at top right. Go around edge with dark green marker. 
Add magnet to back.”

Finished Size: 3 1/4” x 3 1/4”.
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Sarah Stainback’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (StudioG), Cardstock (white, blue, 
red), Die-cut machine and dies (Nestabilities plain 
and scalloped circle), ink (VersaFine black), Alcohol 
ink marker (Sharpie - blue), Stickles (Ranger - blue), 
Paper adhesive, Magnet sheet.

“Die-cut plain circle from white and blue cardstock 
and scalloped circle from red cardstock. Stamp 
image in black Versafine ink on white circle. Color 
stamped star with blue Sharpie pen and add blue 
Stickles to enhance.  Stack together as shown, 
attaching with paper adhesive.  Add a piece of 
magnet sheet to back.” 
Finished Size: 2 1/2 x 2 1/2”.
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Barb Benson’s Art
Supplies: Cardstock (white), Designer paper, Computer 
generated sentiment, Chalks, Marker, Die-cut machine & 
Nestabilities dies, Peel-off border, Punches (Butterfly, small 
flowers), Magnet sheet, Pop Dots.

“Using a medium-sized Nestability die, cut one shape from 
magnet sheet, and another from designer paper.  Adhere 
designer paper die-cut to magnet sheet die-cut. Adhere peel-
off border diagonally on top.”

“Punch butterfly from designer paper; adhere to top section.  
Print sentiment on white cardstock. Center smaller Nestability 
die on sentiment diagonally, and cut.”

“Shade with chalk and shade edges with marker.  Punch small 
flowers from designer paper and attach at top of sentiment. 
Adhere to magnet with pop dots.”

Finished Size: 3 1/4” x 3 1/4”.
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Barb Benson’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Rubbernecker, Sparkle N Sprinkle), Card-
stock (white), Double-sided designer paper, Ink (black), 
Die-cut machine & dies (Leafy, Fence,), Markers, Ribbon, 
Magnet sheet, Scissors.

“Make box from designer paper following instructions at 
SplitcoastStampers (http://www.splitcoaststampers.
com/resources/tutorials/noteholder/) Omit punched 
edge. Adhere square of magnet sheet to back of box.”

“Die-cut leafy die from designer paper and attach at inside 
back of box. Die-cut fence die in white, trim to fit inside 
box, and attach to sides of box.”

“Stamp sentiment in black, trim, mount to designer paper, 
and attach to fence. Stamp girl in black and color with 
markers. Cut out and attach to fence.  Make ribbon bow 
and attach in top left corner.” 
Finished Size: 3 3/4” x 3 3/4”.
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Giving Magnets
Sets of magnets on a theme can make nice gifts that yield themselves to fun packaging 
possibilities. For example, you might create four to six small stamped magnets that are 
identical or that share a theme and then package them in a metal tin from the craft store. 
(Want to stamp the tin too? See the “Metal & Faux Metal Techniques” eArticle.) 

If your stamped magnet set is made up of several flat unfinished stamped tiles, you 
might stack them up and tie them with cord or yarn. Consider using jute for tying up 
unfinished tiles with a natural look. This may not work with really small tile magnet, but 
can be quite nice for larger sets.

If the magnet set is for a child, they might be wrapped up with a magnet board to facili-
tate play. Or you might use a cookie sheet. 

You could stamp a set of Christmas image magnets that could be used as an Advent 
calendar. (Include a stamped grid on paper for the calendar and wrap it up with the 
stamped magnets for each day.)   

Magnets can also work as part of a greeting card. A small lightweight stamped magnet 
might be attached temporarily to a card front to make it both a greeting and a gift.

Next: Stamped magnets.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art
Top Magnet ~ Supplies: Stamps (A Stamp in the Hand), Inks (Brilliance 
Pearlescent Ivy, Crimson), Self-adhesive magnet sheet, Shrink plastic (Poly-
shrink), Talcum powder, Diamond Glaze (Judi-Kins), Heat tool.

“Cut a 3 1/4” x 3 1/2” piece of white shrink plastic; round corners. Stamp images 
with Brilliance inks; edge piece with Ivy ink. Brilliance inks can be heat-set, 
so carefully heat the piece with a heat tool at some distance before the piece 
starts to shrink. This way the inks won’t smear in the shrinking process.”

“Put a layer of Diamond Glaze on the piece. Let it dry at least 1 hour depend-
ing on your climate. Glue piece to a magnet sheet; cut it out. Run the edge of 
the finished magnet on some talcum powder to cut the stickiness.”

“The photo doesn’t show the glossiness of the magnet; Diamond Glaze is my 
‘go to’ for finishing shrink plastic pieces and even cardstock images. It makes 
colors pop and makes them waterproof if you’re using a water-based ink.” 
Finished Size: 1 1/4” x 1 1/4”.

Bottom Magnet ~ Supplies: Stamps (A Stamp in the Hand), Inks (Brilliance 
Pearlescent Ivy, Pearlescent Lavender; Memento Grape Jelly), Cardstock 
(white), Oval cutter, Self-adhesive magnet sheet, Clear embossing ink & 
powder.

“Cut out an oval from plain white cardstock. Stamp the two images and 
sponge around them with the pearlescent inks. Apply a border along edge 
of the oval with the dark grape ink. Clear emboss the piece several times to 
get a smooth finish. Attach the piece to a magnet sheet and cut out.” 
Finished Size: 3” x 2 1/2”. 
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The Secret to Future eArticles
Did you enjoy this eArticle? Would you like to see more FREE eArticles? Then you need to do two things:

1) Support the Sponsors. Check out the Sponsor pages throughout this eArticle, click on the links, visit their sites and 
place some orders. If the Sponsors find that eArticles do well for them, that encourages them to sponsor future eArti-
cles and it is the Sponsors that make an eArticle FREE!

2) If you really like an eArticle, please don’t keep it to yourself. Writing something and sending it out to the void, never 
to hear if someone likes it does not encourage me to write more eArticles. What does? Your honest feedback, opinions 
and comments as well as your suggestions for future eArticle topics. Email me: vampstamp@prodigy.net  And please 
tell your friends about VSN’s eArticle series!

Magnets Challenge Drawing
When you submit artwork for an eArticle, your name is put into a drawing to win VSN issues.

Linda Adams, Kathy Nycz and Barb Benson 

each win their choice of eight VSN issues. (Email me!)

Would you like to submit artwork for a future eArticle? See the Get Published page on VSN’s website for details!
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Learn More
Issues Mentioned in this Issue:  (A’la Carte Online Shopping Cart option) 

 Ƿ Mar ‘04 (Stamping on Tile article)
 Ƿ Feb ‘05 (Stamping on tile tips)
 Ƿ Jun ‘07 (Stamping on Polymer Clay focus article)
 Ƿ Jul ‘07 (Stamping on Wood focus article + Quick Tips on Air Dry Clay tips)

(Also Feb ‘97 Laminating pins; currently out of print)

eArticles Mentioned in this Issue:  (VSN eArticle Library)

 Ƿ “Stamping with Paint” eArticle
 Ƿ “Metal & Faux Metal Techniques” eArticle

Find VSN Online:

VSN’s Main Website 

VSN’s Online Shopping Cart 

VSN on Facebook 

VSN’s Email Announcement List
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VSN’s Readers’ Gallery Access
VSN’s website has two art galleries, a public gallery that is open to everyone to enjoy and a “Readers’ Gallery” meant for VSN 
readers. Formerly, this second gallery was protected by a username and password found in the most current VSN issue. Now 
that the print magazine has closed, I have decided to provide the username and password here instead. These will change 
each month, so be sure to check each month’s eArticle to continue to have access to the Readers’ Gallery. The username and 
password for September 20 through October 19, 2012:

Username: magnetic912

Password: inspirations912

 eArticle Copyright Statement 

This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, emailed, posted on a website or 
sold in any form without permission. If you have a stamping friend who would like a copy, please direct them to the eArticle 
page of VSN’s website where they can download their own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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